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Abstract Structured grids have drawbacks such as cell

distortion and artefacts leading to numerical accuracy

reduction during simulations. Spatial support size had

proven its importance in various estimation, and this is

where unstructured grid comes into action. Performing

geostatistical simulation on unstructured grid requires

accounting of support size effect. In this article, two

methods have been used for accounting the support size

effect, one is the classical fine-scale simulation approach

and the other approach is using Discrete Gaussian Model

(DGM). Each method is applied to generate simulated

Digital Elevation Model (DEM) (as used in this study) and

the resultant DEMs are studied to understand the effect of

spatial support size on surface flow estimation of water. It

was observed that due to regularisation in the data of

unstructured grid the flow velocity and water surface ele-

vation of the unstructured DEM gave a similar behaviour

than the structured DEM. The minimum RMSE for water

surface elevation is 0.83 m for unstructured DEM while the

minimum RMSE for flow discharge is 0.38 m3/s. The

maximum coefficient of determination of flow channel

velocity and water surface elevation is 0.709 and 0.86

respectively. The results suggested that the unstructured

DEM generated using DGM approach shows a high cor-

relation to reference DEM used in this study than the

simulated structured DEM. The surface flow output it was

inferred the flow variation in both structured and unstruc-

tured DEM is affected not only by the vertical resolution of

DEM but also by the horizontal resolution.

Keywords Digital elevation models � Geostatistical
simulation � Support size effect � Surface flow � Steady flow
analysis � Unstructured grids

1 Introduction

Structured grids also known as regular grids are made up of

identical blocks, which have uniform shape, size and ori-

entation. Most geostatistical simulation have been per-

formed over these grids since long time in the industries as

they follow stratigraphy in corner point grids geometry.

They were also convenient in optimizing algorithms of

various kinds such as sequential simulation, Fast Fourier

transform etc. [1, 2].

The drawbacks of structured grids include difficulty to

deform the shape of regular grids which is generally known

as the support size effect. Typically the shape of this grid

has fixed area or volume [3, 4]. Therefore, if we had to add

or remove any points from the grid it will affect the whole

grid structure. Another disadvantage of the structured grids

is that due to some artefacts, cell distortions are caused.

These distortions might lead to many consequences like

disturbing the symmetry of the grid which makes the

numerical approximation no longer in centre of the volume

element, thereby reducing the numerical accuracy of the

grid [5–9]. For example, in hydrology, if we take a Digital
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Elevation Model (DEM), the error produced in DEM will

severely affect the ability to represent terrain, which indi-

rectly affects the hydrological modelling. Quality of DEM

is affected by many factors in which artefacts of grid cell

size (resolution) is one among them. So if grid cell size

(resolution) is decreased, quality of DEM decreases pro-

gressively [10–12]. In order to address these drawbacks of

structured grids, unstructured grids were introduced.

In the last few decades, many new unstructured grid

geometries have emerged such as tetrahedral meshes,

Voronoi grids etc. They are mainly used in areas like

hydrogeology for reservoir modelling and mining in pet-

roleum industries. These newly emanated grids are more

convenient to solve physical equations of flow and trans-

port in permeable media [13–15]. Adaptive resolutions are

enabled in building the models of unstructured grids, i.e.,

less important regions are coarser and for important regions

are finer. For instance, a petroleum reservoir can be mod-

elled with fine blocks in the vicinity of the wells in order to

solve the flow equations with better accuracy, whereas the

aquifer can be modelled with lower resolution in order to

reduce the computation time [16].

The advantage of unstructured grid is that it solves

complex structures in a short period. They are automated

compared to regular grids, require less effort, and will

generate full mesh under most situations. The unstructured

grids were introduced as a practical alternative to regular

grids for discretizing complex geometries. This increases

the flexibility in the mesh and enabling the technique to

add, delete, move mesh points and to enhance solution

accuracy [17]. Most grids are used to discretize a reservoir,

as it is easy to do numerical flow computation over grids.

However, designing a grid structure to depict a reservoir

structure is a demanding task as it is computationally

complex to show the heterogeneous behaviour of the

reservoir. The unstructured grid helps to solve this com-

plexity as the generation of this grid can be constrained

depending upon the flow simulator requirements [18].

There are various algorithm and simulation techniques

on unstructured grid generation. Many research papers has

implemented Direct Statistical Simulation technique to

generate unstructured grids and also has used Discrete

Gaussian Model (DGM) for the un-conditioning simulation

to eliminate the artefacts imposed by the mesh, providing a

full-size model of unstructured grids. [19–24]. In an article,

the researcher has proposed truncated Gaussian modelling

as a solution to the problem of geostatistical simulation on

unstructured grids with support change effect. Even though

unstructured grids existed earlier in grid generation, they

are new generation grids in the domain of hydrology and

petroleum industries. Thus, there are many theoretically

proved simulation technique on unstructured grids and less

practically applied research on these domains.

This paper addresses the issue of support size effect by

using direct simulation technique on unstructured grids,

shows the surface flow simulation on these grids and

compare it with the structured grids.

2 Methodology

2.1 Study area and data used

Study site for this research is Asan River Barrage, Dehra-

dun, India (Fig. 1). Asan Barrage is situated in the con-

fluence of eastern Yamuna canal and Asan River and

having a surface area of 4 km2 and its coordinates are

30.43� N, 77.66� E at the location Dakpathar in Dehradun.

This Dam creates Asan Reservoir, which is also called as

Dhalipur Lake. The spatial extent taken for the study lies

between longitudes 77.55� E to 77.77� E, and latitudes

from 30.34� N to 30.49� N. The overall elevation of that

region varies from 335 to 935 m from mean sea level with

mean elevation of 630 m.

CartoDEM Version-3 R1 having 30 m spatial resolution

is used for simulation. CartoDEM having 10 m spatial

resolution is used for validation (Fig. 2).

2.2 Unstructured grid generation

There are different shapes of unstructured grids like tri-

angular, hexagon, thiessen polygon etc. and different

methods like triangulation, tessellation are there to gener-

ate the unstructured grid. To generate the grids, there is

need to define set of distributed points over the desired

region of interest. The point data can be based on any

parameter as it depends on the application of the grid.

Since in this research, intended application of grid is for

hydrology. So, slope is considered as a condition for grid

generation. The sample points are taken in such a way that

the slope of these points is greater than or equal to 3�.
Voronoi polygon method is used to generate grid from

point locations as shown in Fig. 3.

2.3 Change of support models

Unstructured grids constitute an important role in reservoir

modelling, and geostatistical simulation on reservoir

properties needs to take the change of support into con-

sideration. Thus, in order to do simulation on unstructured

grid the change of support has to be addressed. Many

methods exist which address this support size effect issue.

Some method includes Fine Scale Simulation followed by

upscaling, Direct Block Simulation [5] and simulation

using Discrete Gaussian Model [19, 20]. In this research,
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Fig. 1 The study Area located

in India, Uttarakhand State,

Dehradun district, Asan Barrage

reservoir and its Satellite view

from Google Earth

Fig. 2 Generic flow of the

methodology
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Fine Scale Simulation and Discrete Gaussian Model

(DGM) are used.

2.3.1 Fine-scale simulation approach

This method is one of the classical approaches followed for

simulation on unstructured grids. In this technique point

support simulation is performed on auxiliary regular fine-

scale grid and later the results are up-scaled to targeted

unstructured grids. This classical approach in simulation

assumes multigaussian spatial structure of the random

function (Eq. 1).

Z xð Þ ¼ / Y xð Þð Þ ð1Þ

The assumption states that a non-linear function Z(x) is a

transform of a multivariate Gaussian random function Y(x).

In this technique using certain assumption, geostatistical

simulation like Sequential Gaussian Simulation, spectral

decomposition, turning band, direct sequential simulation

is performed over the random function Z(x). After per-

forming the simulation on fine-scale grids, whose grid cells

are considered as point support, the results are up-scaled on

the target unstructured grid. The size of the fine scale grid

should be equal to the smallest area of the unstructured grid

generated Fig. 4.

2.3.2 Discrete Gaussian model

The DGM was first attempted to integrate diffusion-type of

random function by evaluating the change of support for

showing the variation in probability distributive function

(pdf) [21]. The author compared usual models and came to

conclusion that ‘‘isofactorial’’ model is true for first order

and multigaussian case is correct for second-order

approximation. Initial model of DGM was proposed in

literature by Matheron where he provides second order

approximation for density of average values Z(v), when

support v is constant throughout the domain. Later studies

were about the properties of DGM model and offers a

streamlined method for deriving the change of support

coefficient [22]. The application of DGM to geostatistical

simulation to address the issue of support size effect was

introduced. As mentioned by Matheron the model devel-

oped rely on multi-Gaussian random fields thus simulating

using this model requires simulating realization of multi-

variate Gaussian random vectors. The block variance

Fig. 3 Unstructured grid generated using Voronoi method

Fig. 4 Upscaling illustration, y1 and y2 representing the longitude

and latitude respectively (adapted from [24])
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formulae ðr2pÞ and covariance matrix formula

Cov YvpYvq
� �� �

to calculate DGM is given in Eq. 2 and 3.

r2p ¼
1

vp
�� �� vp

�� ��

ZZ

v

q x0; xð Þdxdx0 ð2Þ

Cov YvpYvq
� �

¼ 1

rprq

1

vp
�� �� vq

�� ��

ZZ

vpvq

q x0; xð Þdxdx0 ð3Þ

This output of DGM is the correlation coefficient and

covariance matrix for the multivariate Gaussian random

vector Y x1ð Þ; Y x2ð Þ; Y x3ð Þ. . .Y xnð Þ. This can then be sim-

ulated using classical techniques, for instance Sequential

Gaussian Simulation (SGS)) to get the unstructured data for

this study (Fig. 5).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Results generated for estimation of DEM using

structured and unstructured grid

From Fig. 6, it can be observed that due to fine grid size,

the gridded DEM that is generated gives a continuous and

smoothened output surface. The mean value of the

Fig. 5 shows the representation of unstructured gridded DEM generated with slope as base variable (a) representation showing the finer and

coarser grid variation, (b) thematic map showing its area wise distribution of finer and coarser grids
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elevation, 419.64 m is in the region where river is flowing

and the elevation increases as we move away from the

river. In fine-scale simulation approach, the support size

effect is addressed by performing regularization to the

Fig. 6 The representation of

DEMs generated using various

grid techniques (a) DEM
generated using kriging on

structured grid, (b) DEM
generated using upscaling

method on unstructured Grid,

(c) DEM generated using DGM

method on unstructured grid
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point support data. Thus, regularisation is performed by up-

scaling the structured simulated output to the generated

unstructured grid. The resultant output of upscaling is the

unstructured DEM and values of this DEM ranges from

392.50 to 451.76 m. It can be also seen from Fig. 6 that

low elevated region with respect to surroundings is the

region where river flows and slightly elevated areas are

near the border regions which is separating the river and

the non-river areas and high elevated values are in the

urban land areas. In addition to that, it can also be noted

that due to the structure of the grid and the upscaling

procedure, the output produced shows a discrete variation

in the values.

Figure 7 shows the semi-variogram of the structured and

unstructured DEMs. The structured variogram is the point

support variogram and the unstructured variogram is the

block support variogram. It can be observed that, the

variance of unstructured grid when compared to the

structured grid has decreased while the range of the same

has increased which means that the spatial variability of

unstructured grid has decreased when compared to the

structured point support grid.

Variogram being inversely proportional to correlation,

the correlation increases as the size of the support increa-

ses. Figure 7b shows the value distribution based on the

point support and block support generated using different

approaches. It can be observed that the average mean value

of the distribution is same while the variability among the

values for different support varies.

Fig. 7 represents the

comparison between point

support and block support

(a) Semi-variogram showing

variation between the DEM

generated using structured grid

and unstructured grid,

(b) frequency distribution of

point support (Structured) and

Block support (Unstructured

and Fine)
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3.2 Results generated for estimation of surface flow

analysis

Figure 8 shows the water surface profile for different

DEMs. The water surface profile is plotted between the

elevation and the main channel distance. The profiles are

generated at each cross-section by creating an energy grade

line, a water surface profile, and a critical profile line.

Figure 8a shows the water surface profile for the Reference

DEM, which was taken for validating the other outputs.

Figure 8b is the surface plot for structured gridded DEM.

Figure 8c shows the Elevation vs Channel Distance plot for

unstructured Grid generated using fine-scale simulation,

and Fig. 8d is the surface plot for the Unstructured grid

generated using DGM approach. It can be observed that

Fig. 8c gives a similar result, having high elevation in

upstream and low elevation in downstream, to that of ref-

erence DEM surface profile. It can also be observed that in

these in reference DEM, the surface elevation is a gradu-

ally decreasing while in unstructured DEM of fine-scale

simulation, the water surface elevation at from upstream

till a distance of 3000 m there is a steep decrease and then

the water surface decreases gradually. But in case of

structured DEM, the water surface elevation almost looks

flat and it can also be observed that the figure shows the

depth to be deeper in the structured DEM. In the case of

unstructured DEM of DGM, the difference between the

water surface profile and the ground is too large and stating

that the river is too deeper. It is noted that the elevation

difference for the unstructured grid (fine-scale simulation

approach) has almost near to same value to that of the

reference DEM. This can be added to the behavior of the

water surface profile from Fig. 8a and c that the Fine-scale

Unstructured DEM gives similar water surface elevation to

that of reference DEM. Similarly, the difference in eleva-

tion for the structured grid and the unstructured DGM is

very less, stating that the water level is flat without much

roughness in the flow.

3.3 Validation

Steady flow analysis is done by updating the elevation

values of different elevation models in the geometric data.

As per the observation done it can be noted that due to the

difference in the elevation values of each DEM, the

velocity of the flow in the channel also varies. From this, it

can be said that performing geostatistical simulation by

addressing the support size effect gives a high impact on

the flow simulation due to the variation in the values.

Comparative analysis was performed to find which DEM

gives an output similar to the high-resolution reference

DEM. Furthermore, in order to validate the results of the

flow simulations, the outputs are compared with the ref-

erence DEM. It can be noted the all the 3 generated DEMs,
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Fig. 8 Water Surface profile created for different DEMs, denoting the

variation of surface flow in different generated DEMs (a) Reference
DEM, (b) Structured DEM, (c) Fine scale unstructured DEM,

(d) DGM unstructured DEM, (EG—Elevation, WS—Water Surface,

Crit—Critical, PF—Profile)
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give the RMSE in a similar range with not much variation

in the value. The coefficient of determination also gives

similar results. But among the values obtained the DEM

generated using DGM approach gives high correlation with

the reference DEM, compared to the structured DEM. This

can be observed from Tables 1 and 2 that the DGM gen-

erated DEM gives better results compared to other gener-

ated DEM. As Digital Elevation Model is a primary

parameter in flow analysis, the variation of flow is rea-

sonable due to the variability in the value of each DEM. It

is also to be noted that this flow variation is also affected if

the support change effect occurs. It can be stated that the

DEM structure influence on flood modelling, denoting that

the vertical as well as the horizontal accuracy of the DEM

influence the flood modelling.

4 Conclusion

The overall objective of this article was divided into 2

parts. One was to generate an adaptive unstructured grid for

the hydrological model and to address the support size

effect issue and the other one is to do surface flow simu-

lation on the resulted unstructured grid and compare it with

the structured grid. The unstructured grid which was gen-

erated using slope as base variable resulted in such a way

that the grids represent the boundary of the river and the

urban land in finer blocks and the other areas in coarser

grid blocks. The resultant grid shows a clear distinguishing

structure between river and land thus, making it an adap-

tive structure for hydrological model. The support size

effect is addressed using two different approaches on the

generated unstructured grid. It was observed that the

variability of the block support is decreased compared to

the point support due to regularisation of the grids. The

output of the geostatistical simulation, after addressing the

support size effect, is used as the elevation input data

(DEM) for the flow simulation. It was observed that in

surface flow simulation, the variation in support has impact

on the velocity of flow in the channel as there is the dif-

ference in flow velocity through the channel when the

DEM is structured and unstructured. In the flow simulation

model, not only with the vertical comparison (in the ele-

vation values) of DEMs, but also in horizontal comparison

(area) of the DEM, the values gave abrupt change in the

flow of the water across the channel. The resultant output

of the flow simulation when validated with the reference

DEM in this study showed that the DEM generated using

DGM model gives more accurate results as it has the

minimum RMSE value and maximum coefficient of

determination when compared to other DEMs. Moreover,

the variation in the flow simulation suggests that the

change in grid structure of DEM, horizontal or vertical,

both impact the simulated flow of water on the land. The

study can be further improved by using different data like

LIDAR – to see how the DEM generated using that data is

impacting the optical data. Moreover, the application can

be further improvised by implementing it on dynamic

simulation model and understanding the support size effect

when flood simulation is applied.
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